Join your friends on the Farm for their new one-day workshops!

- Ages 6-12
- Mondays, Wednesdays and/or Fridays - 1 session
- 9:00am -12:00pm
- $35/workshop
- Medway Community Farm, 50 Winthrop Street
- As a reminder, COVID-19 safety standards will be met. Please be sure to provide a mask for your child.

**Monday, July 13 - Hello Animal Friends**
Meet our goats & chickens! Time to feed our animal friends, brush the goats, & do the animal chores. Let’s collect eggs & make some chicken fodder. Let’s see if chickens like eating frozen corn! Our day will include all animal activities & crafts. We will have exploration time, a farm tour, & an adventurous nature hike.

**Wednesday, July 15 - Bees and Seeds**
Come explore the amazing world of bees & beekeeping. We will use a teaching hive, spy our real beehives, and inspect some honeycomb. Bees are pollinators; we will make seed “bombs”, flower craft boards, & plant some flowers to take home. Time to bee happy :)

**Friday, July 17 - Tie Dye and Trials**
It’s time to hike & explore! Come and learn about bat houses, bird houses, and a beaver in his dam. Our trails are made for adventures. Get ready for a scavenger hunt before we settle down for terrific Tie Dye t-shirts.

**Tuesday, July 28 - Grass Heads and Gardening**
Let’s get into the greenhouse and gardens. It is time to plant & harvest! Let’s get some vegetables, wash them, and visit our Farm Store. Vegetable seeds under the magnifying glass are so cool! We can play some great games & plant grass heads to take home to grow.

**Thursday, July 30 - Hello Animal Friends**

**Monday, August 10 - Bees and Seeds**

**Wednesday, August 12 - Tie Dye and Trails**

**Friday, August 14 - Grass Heads and Gardening**

**Monday, August 24 - Hello Animal Friends**